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QUESTION 1

LDAP and RADIUS are both remote authentication servers that FortiGate can tie into for authentication. What is a key
difference between these servers? 

Response: A. Only LDAP can have a secure connection with FortiGate using a server certificate. 

B. Only LDAP can be configured to authenticate groups as defined on the LDAP server. 

C. Only LDAP provides authentication, authorization, and accounting (AAA) services. 

D. Only RADIUS requires a distinguished name (i h.) to locate user records. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Examine this FortiGate configuration: config system global set av-failopen pass set fail-open disable end Examine the
output of the following debug command: # diagnose hardware sysinfo conserve memory conserve mode: on total RAM:
3040 MB memory used: 2706 MB 89% of total RAM memory used threshold extreme: 2887 MB 95% of total RAM
memory used threshold red: 2675 MB 88% of total RAM memory used threshold green: 2492 MB 82% of total RAM
Based on the diagnostics outputs above, how is the FortiGate handling packets that require IPS 

inspection? Response: 

A. They are dropped. 

B. They are allowed and inspected. 

C. They are allowed, but with no inspection. 

D. They are allowed and inspected as long as no additional proxy-based inspection is required. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statements about FortiGate inspection modes are true? 

(Choose two.) 

Response: 

A. The default inspection mode is proxy based. 

B. Switching from proxy-based mode to flow-based, then back to proxy-based mode, will not result in the original
configuration. 

C. Proxy-based inspection is not available in VDOMs operating in transparent mode. 

D. Flow-based profiles must be manually converted to proxy-based profiles before changing the inspection mode from
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flow based to proxy based. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 4

What is the purpose of the Policy Lookup feature? Response: 

A. It searches the matching policy based on input criteria. 

B. It creates packet flow over FortiGate by sending real-time traffic. 

C. It finds duplicate objects in firewall policies. 

D. It creates a new firewall policy based on input criteria. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator has configured central DNAT and Virtual IPs. Which of the following can be selected in the 

firewall policy Destination Address field? 

(Choose two.) 

Response: 

A. VIP object 

B. Mapped IP address object of the VIP 

C. Address object all 

D. IP pool 

Correct Answer: BC 
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